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ABSTRACT
We explore the possibility of an alternative cryptocurrency that is

egalitarian in control, just in the distribution of its created wealth,

and forms and grows in a grassroots way; we analyze it via a

mathematical entity called a currency network. Our main result

states sufficient conditions for the establishment of 1:1 exchange

rates and distributive justice in a currency network.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We explore the possibility of an egalitarian and just digital currency

that may form currency networks in a grassroots manner. Our goal

here is the design of a digital currency that may be issued by all,

where both control and benefit are equally distributed among the

people participating in the creation and use of the currency. Such

a currency implements distributive justice in the sense that each

person enjoys an equal share of its created value. Furthermore, as

we wish our medium to be scalable, our further goal is to build

this digital currency in a grassroots way. In particular, our paper

may be viewed as means for a joint, safe scale-up of such commu-

nities, concentrating on the aspect of distributive justice as we rely

on the infrastructure of digital social contracts [1] for equality in

execution.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We develop a formal model of currency networks that gen-

eralizes the model of credit networks. Our model allows for

a rigorous study of economic properties of interoperable

currency communities.

• We show circumstances under which it is possible to achieve

global distributive justice in such currency networks, through

a process we term joint egalitarian minting that results, in

the limit and under certain assumptions, in a 1-1 exchange

rates between the currencies used in the network.

We view the current paper as providing the theoretical founda-

tions for an egalitarian and just digital currency networks. To be
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used in practice, certain aspects of our modeling shall be refined

and extended.

2 CURRENCY NETWORKS
We begin with formal definitions of currency communities, pay-

ments and community histories.

Definition 2.1 (Currency Community). A Currency Community
is a tuple A = (V ,C,h), where V is a set of agents, C is a set of

fungible coins, and h : C −→ V is a configuration function that

indicates the holder of each coin h(c) ∈ V .

A payment from u to v is a transfer from u to v of a coin c ∈

C , initially held by u. The result of such a payment, denoted by

A
pay(c ,u ,v)
−−−−−−−−−→ A ′

, is the currency community A ′ = (V ,C,h′), in

which: h′(x) :=

{
v if x = c ,

h(x) otherwise
.

A currency network history is a sequence of currency communi-

ties A0,A1,A2, . . ., with the following monotonic attributes:

(1) Agent growth: Vt ⊆ Vt+1 for all t ≥ 0.

(2) Coin growth: Ct ⊆ Ct+1 for all t ≥ 0.

As we envision that currency communities would emerge inde-

pendently, we define the notion of a currency network, in which

several currency communities may operate simultaneously.

Definition 2.2 (Currency Network). A currency network is a tuple

of currency communities CN = {A1, ...,Ak }, Ai = (V i ,Ci ,hi ),
with disjoint sets of coins, Ci ∩ C j = ∅ for every i, j ∈ [k]. The
currency network has agents V =

⋃
i V

i
, coins C =

⋃
i C

i
, and a

network configuration function h : C −→ V defined by h |C i := hi .
A currency network history is a sequence of currency networks

CN0, CN1, CN2, . . ., such thatA
i
0
,Ai

1
,Ai

2
, . . ., is a currency com-

munity history for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k .

In essence, a currency network is a tuple of communities that

employ independent currencies. The network structure arises from

chain payments via agents that are members in multiple communi-

ties simultaneously. This model is a direct generalization of credit
networks [2–4, 8, 10]. See Figure 1 for a visual example.

3 TOWARDS DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE
The key property we aim to study in this context is distributive

justice among the members of the network. Namely, we wish that

each agent in the network would enjoy an equal share of the value

created by the network, while being able to freely trade his assets

with other agents. For a formal definition of this property we refer

the reader to [9].

Joint EgalitarianCoinMinting.Achieving distributive justice
within a currency network is far from trivial, and requires collabora-

tion among the communities within the network. In order to refrain
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Figure 1: A currency network with 7 vertices vi , i ∈ [7] and
3 communities. The blue (red, green) hyperedge on the left
(resp., bottom, right) represents the verticesV 1 (resp.,V 2,V 3)
of communityC1 (resp.,C2,C3). The agent corresponding to
v5 holds the coin c1 ofC1 and the coin c2 ofC2, and the agent
of v4 holds the coin c3 of C3.

from harsh interventions (say, in the form of reallocation of coins),

we rely on the distribution of newly minted coins as mechanism

that may be agreeable to all communities in the network.

Definition 3.1 (Joint Egalitarian Minting). A currency network

history is said to employ joint egalitarian minting if, at every time

step, every agent mints exactly one coin among all currencies in

the network.

Exchange Rates. The interactions among currencies within a

network are inherent to our model. We reason that whenever agents

may freely trade with each other, any relation among independent

currencies is based upon what the currencies represent, namely

actual commodities (e.g., goods and services) that may be purchased

from agents that accept these currencies as payment. So, our analy-

sis focuses on the exchange rates that emerge at equilibrium, wrt.

individual preferences over these underlying commodities.

We follow standard practice and assume that in this setting,

generally known as pure exchange economy [5, 6, 11], an equilibrium
establishes not only an allocation (reflected by the function h), but
also marginal rates of substitution among currencies [7]: A matrix

MRS ∈ Rk×k whereMRSi j denotes the quantity of the currencyA j

that an agent can exchange for one (infinitesimal) unit of currency

Ai
while maintaining the same level of utility.

The normalization of the marginal rates of substitution among

currencies by the currency volumes, naturally gives rise to exchange

rates among coins within these currencies. As these rates are in-

duced by individual preferences, we term them preferences-based
exchange rates:

Definition 3.2 (Preferences-based rates). Let CN∗
be a currency

network which forms an equilibrium under agents’ preferences

over the currencies. The preferences-based rates between coins in

Ai
and A j

is given by

EXi j := MRSi j ·
|C j |

|Ci |
. (1)

Myopic Agents. Under a joint minting regime, the natural ques-

tion that each agent shall ask at each timestep is:Which coin should
I mint next? Indeed, there are many possibilities. Here we consider

a simple answer: Always mint the highest-valued coin. The next defi-
nition formalizes the notion of myopic behaviour under egalitarian

minting in a network.

Definition 3.3 (Myopic Agents). Let CN1, CN2, ... be a network

history that employs joint egalitarian minting. We say that the

agents in the network aremyopic if in every time step t , every agent
v ∈ Vt mints a most valued v-coin (ties are broken arbitrarily).

Sufficient conditions forAsymptotic Justice.With the above

notions at hand, we can now state our main theorem:

Theorem 3.4. Let CN0, CN1, CN2, . . . be a currency network
history with 2 communities CN t = (A1

t ,A
2

t ) that employs joint
egalitarian coin minting. Assume:

• Fixed agents’ preferences over the currencies.
• Preference-based coin exchange rates.
• An efficient network history.
• Myopic agents.

Then, if it holds that |V 1\V 2 |

|V 2 |
≤ limt MRS12(CN t ) ≤

|V 1 |

|V 2\V 1 |
,

then the network history is asymptotically just. It also follows that
limt EX12(CN t ) = 1.

The proof of this theorem follows the observation that only the

agents in the intersection V 1 ∩V 2
can choose which coin to mint,

and, with myopic minting, they would choose the more valuable

coin; thus, if there are relatively enough agents in the intersec-

tion, then, together, they would mint enough coins to set the coin

exchange rate right, and asymptotic justice then follows.

4 OUTLOOK
Here we analyzed the possibility of a digital currency that realizes

equality – there is not a single entity controlling the currency but

all genuine agents equally control the system; distributive justice –
every agent is granted an equal share of the created value of the

digital currency; and grassroots – several independent communities

may freely trade while satisfying joint distributive justice.

Our main result specify sufficient conditions that give rise to

1:1 coin exchange rates and distributive justice among indepen-

dent communities that adhere to a joint egalitarian minting regime.

Specifically, we show that free trade among myopic agents within

two communities with sufficiently large intersection results with

the same coin values and distributive justice among their mem-

bers. Indeed, as we envision bottom-up growth of communities, our

analysis, modeled via currency networks, paves the way for interop-

erability and offers the possibility of equality and justice at scale, as

iterative adjustment of the coin exchange rates among two commu-

nities at a time, potentially results in asymptotic global distributive

justice. We leave the analysis of this iterative process, as well as

the natural extension of Theorem 3.4 to multiple communities for

future work.
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